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In this paper we give an alternate derivation of the Gaussian shaped Thorn form 
of [V. Mathai and D. G. Quillen, Superconnections, Thorn classes and equivariant 
differential forms, Topology 25 (1986) 85-l lo] for the case of the tangent bundle 
of an oriented, compact manifold, as a natural scaled limit of the index heat kernel 
of the Laplacian acting on differential forms. The precise statement of the result we 
obtain can be found in Theorem 2.3 in this paper. The technique we use is simply 
a variation of key ideas developed by Getzler in [E. Getzler, A short proof of the 
local Atiyah-Singer index theorem, Topology 25 (1986) 11 l-1 171, which he used 
to give a short and elegant proof of the local index theorem. fa 1992 Academic Press, 
Inc 
In our joint paper [7], we constructed a Gaussian shaped differential 
form on an oriented vector bundle in a universal manner using the theory 
of superconnections first developed by Quillen in [8]. It was shown in [7] 
that this differential form represents the Thorn class in cohomology and it 
was initially discovered when we proved a refinement of the Riemann- 
Roth formula linking the Thorn classes in K-theory and cohomology on 
the level of differential forms. In that paper, we made a detailed study of 
this Gaussian shaped differential form and showed that it could be univer- 
sally defined as an equivariant differential form on Iw” with the standard 
action of SO(n). 
In this paper we call this Gaussian shaped differential form the Thorn 
form. In the case of the tangent bundle of an oriented, compact manifold, 
we prove that we can also obtain the Thorn form analytically as a natural 
scaled limit of the index heat kernel of the Laplacian acting on differential 
forms. The precise statement of the result we obtain can be found in 
Theorem 2.3 in this paper. The technique we use is a simple variation of 
key ideas developed by Getzler in [S], which he used to give a short and 
elegant proof of the local Atiyah-Singer index theorem. 
The author thanks Professor D. G. Quillen for his kind advice on this 
and many other topics. 
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1. THE UNIVERSAL THOM FORM 
In this section we review some facts about the Thorn form and the 
universal Thorn form and we rely on [7] for complete details. Let E be an 
oriented real vector bundle over M of rank II = 2m. If we choose an inner 
product on E and a connection preserving this inner product, then there is 
a principal G= SO(n) bundle P over M with connection, such that 
E = P x G V and D has the induced connection. We recall that the univer- 
sal Thorn form is a G-equivariant differential form on V, which decays 
rapidly at infinity. Here V = R” and G acts on V via its natural action. Now 
the connection on P gives rise to the homomorphisms 
W(3)@ Q(V) -%Q(Px V) 
u U 
(w(9)O~(V)),,,,c=52,(V)~ Q(E) =Q(Px J’)tsasic 
where w  and W are the Weil and Chern-Weil homomorphisms respectively, 
cf. [7]. Here W(9) denotes the Weil algebra of the Lie algebra 59 of G, 
S(9*) denotes the symmetric algebra on the dual of the Lie algebra $9, 
.Q( * ) and 0, ( * ) denote the algebra of differential forms and equivariant 
differential forms of *, respectively. 
A form UeR”(E) is a Thorn form of E if it satisfies the following two 
properties: 
(i) U is a closed n-form on E which is rapidly decreasing along the 
libres of E. 
(ii) If i: V--t E is the inclusion of the fibre in E, then J,, i*U = 1, i.e., 
i*U is the generator of H:(V). 
This translates to the following conditions for an equivariant form 
U,. E QE ( V) to be a universal Thorn form. 
(1) U, is an equivariantly closed element in 52, ( V) which is rapidly 
decreasing on V. 
(2) U, integrates to 1. 
The expression for the universal Thorn form obtained in [7] was 
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where Pf (* ) denotes the Pfafftan of the skew-symmetric matrix *, I is a 
multi-index, and I’ denotes the complementary multi-index, &(I, I’) denotes 
the signature of the permutation (I, I’) of (1,2, . . . . n). 
It has been shown in [7] that U, is equivariantly closed. Also, clearly 
U, is a differential form which decays rapidly at infinity. Finally using (a) 
we observe that its integral over V is one. So U, is a Thorn form (the 
universal one). 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let M be a smooth compact oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension 
n = 2m. Consider the DeRham complex on M 
o- Q0(M)4 . ..-A Q”(M)- 0. 
d, = - (d6 + 6d) is the Laplacian on degree p-differential forms, is a 
negative operator. 
IZ”(MxM)= @ piyLPyM) @pr2*QyM)= @ SZP’fl--(MxM) 
P P 
is the bigrading of forms on M x M, and d = d, + d,, i.e., one has the 
double complex 
I I 
o- Q”J(MXM)~ R’~‘(MxM)- 
4 
I 
4 
I 
0 - Q”*o(M x M) x R’*“(M x M) T 
I I 
0 0 
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The usual heat kernel on forms k(t, X, y) is a sum of (p, p) forms 
k,(t, x,y) on MxM. So 
where k,E i21’1,0(M x M). 
Let q5 E QP(M), where Z is a multi-index. Then 
(e’““d)(x) = JYGM k,(t, x, Y) * *,4(y) 
k,(t, x, Y) dy, A *,4(y) 
DEFINITION. Define the index kernel k’(t, x, y) to be the sum 
c k,(t, x, Y) *y dy,. 
Also let 
k;(u,y)= 1 W,x,yb,dy,. 
111 =P 
Then 
(e’“pi)(x)=(-1)p~~~Mk6(~,x,~) A d(y) 
tr(e”P)=(-l)P~X~Mk~(~,~,~) 
tr,(e’“) =I (- l)p tr(Pp) 
P 
Let UE QP*“-P(M x M) and T, be the associated endomorphism of 
QP(M), i.e., Tu is the composition 
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(T,JM’)(,Y) = j,,, U(x, I’) A W(J’). 
So if UE@~Q P.“mP(M~M), then T, is an endomorphism of Q*(M) 
preserving the grading. 
i d(U(x, Y) A W(Y)) VEM 
= 
I drw%Y) A w(?i)+j dy W, Y) A 4~) ).EM ytM 
+ ( - 1 )dQ u 
I W, Y) A d,,w(y), JEM 
i.e., 0 = (dT, + Td, u + T,d) w(x) 
dT, + T,d= - T,,,. 
If we take U = k’(t, x, y), then 
T, = el&v _ ef&dd 
where A,, : CYven(A4) + Qeve”(M) is the Laplacian on even forms and 
A odd : Qodd(M) is the Laplacian on odd forms. 
dd,, = A ,dd d, dAodd = A,, d =z= defAek = etAodd , defAodd = erAev d 
so 
T,d + dT, = erAev d - erAodd  + derAev - defAodd = 0 =S d, k’( t, x, y) = 0. 
The symmetry of the heat kernel in the space variables is well known and 
follows from Duhamel’s principle hence we also see that =z. d,k’(t, x, y) = 0 
so that k’(t, x, y) is closed. It is well known that k’(t, x, y) is smooth for 
t > 0, so we have proven. 
LEMMA 2.1. k’( t, x, y) is an n-form on M x M which is closed for t > 0. 
Since k’(t, x, y) is an alternating sum of heat kernels on forms, we 
observe that k’(t, x, y) is concentrated near x = y for t small. So when t is 
small, it suffices to consider k’(t, x, y) for y close to x, i.e., 
y = exp, v, v E T,M. 
LEMMA 2.2. k’(t, x, y) represents the Poincare dual of the diagonal in 
MxM. 
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This lemma follows from Lemma 1 and 
= 
f ko(4x,Y)*yl=l, YE M 
since 1 is the unique solution of the heat equation with initial value 1. 
Let 
exp: T,-,MxM 
(4 u) + (4 exp, 0). 
For t small and y = exp, u, we transfer the heat kernel on Mx A4 to a 
differential n-form on the tangent bundle as follows. 
k’( t, x, u) = exp* k’( t, x, y) E Q”( TM). 
THEOREM 2.3. The following natural scaled limit (as t tends to zero) of 
the index kernel conyerges to the universal Thorn form of the tangent bundle 
of M, TM. 
Observe that this is a purely local result and hence it suffices to check it 
in a local normal coordinate system. The proof of this theorem will be 
given later, in Section 4. 
3. SOME ALGEBRA 
In this section we review concepts such as the the supertrace on the 
Clifford algebra and the scaling introduced by Getzler of the Clifford and 
the Weyl algebras, among other things. 
Let C, be the Clifford algebra in dimension n, i.e., C, is the algebra 
generated over C by {y”}:, i which satisfy the relations 
y’ly” + y”y” = 26,,,. 
Let {f, >;=, be an orthonormal basis over @ of C” and let {f,* };=, be its 
dual basis, i.e., f,*(f,) = 6,“. 
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Consider the operators on A@” 
eP = e(f, ) = exterior multiplication by f, 
i, = i(f;” ) = interior multiplication by f,*. 
Then e,i, + i,e, = 6,, is easily checked so yP = e, + i, satisfies the relations 
for the generators of C,. 
Consider 
is an isomorphism of C, modules. Define ys = iP”y’ . . . y”. Then 
y: = 1. 
If n = 2m is even, C, is simple, i.e., C, = End S, where S is a complex vector 
space defined as follows. 
Let 
Then 
- - 
95=‘11’1*...fTf?l. 
Clearly q’q J form a basis over C of C,. Define S = C,r], . Observe that 
S = span, { q’q5 >. Clearly S N A c (q’, . . . . q”) as vector space so dim, S = 2”. 
So S is a C, module of minimum dimension * S is irreducible. 
S+ = ker f(ys - 1) 
S- = ker +(y, + 1). 
Define the supertrace on the Clifford algebra as follows 
tr, : C, -+ @ 
a + tr(y,a) = tr(a I S+ ) - tr(a 1 S- ). 
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LEMMA 3.1 [S]. 
tr,(a) = (29” a(a)1 A”. 
We shall think of the Clifford algebra as the exterior algebra, together 
with a new (twisted) multiplication law. Define the stalling T, of C, as 
follows 
where 
Then 
yf = ep + E2i P 
y;y: + y:y: = 2E26,,. 
T,(Y”) T,(Y”)+ TAY”) T,(Y’)=%, 
i.e., T, is an automorphism of C,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 
trsb,') = tr&') = 
0 if 111 #N 
(2i)m if 0= N. 
Proof We have 
4~3 = 4~“) = e, 
so 
4Y El = 4Y’) mod AI’I-l, 
i.e., 
4YxP = 4Y’)lA.. 
By Lemma 3.1, 
Q.E.D. thbi) = tr.dy’). 
Let A, be the Weyl algebra, i.e., A, is the algebra generated over C by 
{pi, qi jr=, which satisfy the relations 
[Pi, qjl = 6ij 
[Pi, Pjl = C4it 4jl =O. 
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Define the scaling T,. of A,, as follows: 
T,(q;) = v,, T,,(P;) = c ‘P,. 
Clearly T, is an automorphism of A,. 
So T,: is an automorphism of A,@ C,,@M,, where M, is 1 x 1 matrices 
over C, and T, acts as the identity on M,. 
Finally, we recall a formula (2.13) from [7, p. 921 
tr,(e ‘I*‘yo7J+‘JY) = (24” jj ‘o$f) 1 E(J, I’)( - 1)1”1/2 pf(w,) Jr, 
where J; are of odd degree and are linearly independent. Expanding the left 
hand side also in terms of powers of J and equating powers of J, we see 
that 
tr,(e1’2’y”Ys(Z, I’) yr)= (2i)” A-l(,) Pf(w,). (!I 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We will prove Theorem 2.3 in this section. 
Recall that the deRham complex is equivalent to the complex 
0 - W”(M) - Rodd(M) - 0, 
where 6 = L2 adjoint of d. Observe that 
where S is the spin representation space on T*. 
LEMMA 4.1. (a)AFT*-(S*@S)+=S*+@S++S*P@SP. 
(b) A;ddT*-(S*+@S) =S*+@S-+S*+@S+. 
(c) D,, = 2(d- 6). 
where D,. denotes the twisted Dirac operator. 
Proof Let yP = e, + i, span End S locally and let 7” = fl(e,, - i,,) 
span End S* locally. a(y@)=e,=o’(yP) proves (a) and (b). 
If V is the Levi Civita connection, then d = e,V, and 6 = - i,V,,, where 
V, = a, + rf,e,i, is the derivation extension of V to A, T*. So 
d- 6 = y”(a,, + rff,e,i,). 
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Also 
where 
Vh = the induced connection on S 
= a, + $rpna y*f 
and 
V, = the induced connection on S* 
= ap + $rpap’y~pS 
so 
D,* = YW, + irpeB (e, + i, )(eB + i,d 
+ fv, - Ppa8(ea - L)(ep - is)) 
= 2f(afi + $pMp(eli8 + &es)). 
To prove that D,, = 2(d- 6), consider an orthonormal frame {f,> of T*. 
In this frame rPXs =rf, and rE,+r;,=O=r;,=O. SO 
D,, = 2yp(a, + $rf,(e,ia - epi, + 6,,)) 
= 2fya, + #-flm - rg e,is) 
= 2y(aP + rf,e,i8) = 2(d-6). Q.E.D. 
From this lemma we see that (1) is equivalent to the complex 
o--+ r((s*gs)+)“sr, r((s*os)-)- 0, 
where r( * ) denotes smooth sections of the bundle *. The Weitzenbock 
formula gives 
0;. =gfly(VpVv + r;,V,) - f + + yyy, 
where 
and 
SzE = R$,,dx”dx”. 
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For the rest of this section assume that we are working in a local normal 
coordinate system. Then the following Taylor series expansions are well 
known 
In [S] Getzler defines the local scaling operator T, as follows 
as discussed in the previous section. 
Let k”( t, 0, x) denote the heat kernel of the operator &‘Te( 0:. ). Then 
Getzler observes that E”( T,k) (t, 0, x) also satisfies the heat equation of the 
operator c2TE(D&), and hence using a standard uniqueness result, he 
concludes that 
k”(t,O,x)=C’(T,k)(t,O,x). 
Finally, he uses the Taylor series expansions above and Mehler’s formula 
to compute k”(t, 0, x) explicitly to be 
1 
kO(t, 0, xl = (4nt),,g - e’Y‘D’o’“A(tf2(o)) e (r/2)$(0) xqec -&/J(‘)/4f) .wg, ( ! ! )  
where 
A,,(t) = tQ/W) tanh tQ/2(0) > and Atip = 6,~. ap 
Let k(t, 0, x) denote the heat kernel for D, ‘a in a local normal coordinate 
system. Then 
k(t, 0, x) = c k,(t, 0, x) Y’. 
I 
We want to consider the index heat kernel as in Section 2, namely 
k’(t, 0, x) = c k,(t, 0, x) E(z, I’) y” 
I 
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which as a differential form is 
c k,(t, 0, x) &(I, I’) dx”. 
I 
We want to compute 
lim k’(t, 0, 2$x) = lim 
1-O E’O. 1-O 
k’(c*t, 0, 2,/&x). 
First observe that 
T,k(t, 0, x) = 1 kr(e2t, 0, EX) E-‘+; 
so 
x tr, (fT,(k(t, 0, x) &(I, I’) f’)} 
= tr, {C(T,k)(t, 0, x) &(I, I’) ~-““yi’} 
= k,(&*, t, 0, ox)“’ 
= tr, {k”(t, 0, x) &(I, I’) EC”“Y:‘}. 
P”kl(c2t, 0, 2&x) = &,, trs{kE(t, 0, 2$x) &(I, I’) yi>. (*) 
This observation enables us to pick up the off-diagonal terms. 
The main computation can be made now, 
lim k’(e*t, 0, ~&Ex) 
E’O 
= lim c k,(c* t, 0, 2&6x) &(I, I’) 2”” t”“‘* cl”’ dx” 
E-0 f 
1 
=T (2i)” 
- tr, {k’(t, 0, 2$x) &(I, I’) j?‘} &(I, I’) 21f”tl”I’2 dx”. 
By formulas (!) and (!!) we see that 
& tr, {k’(t, 0,2$x) GZ, I’) 9’> 
e-lxl2 
= - P’(2tQ,(O)) + higher order terms in t. 
(4tn)” 
(**) 
(***I 
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Using the formulae (** ) and ( *** ) above, we see that 
lim k’(E2t, 0, 2$6x) 
E-r0 
dx” + higher order terms in t 
and finally that 
~ Id* 
lim E-0, r-0 k’(E2t, 0, 2&x) = 5 1 &(I, I’) pf I 
which verifies Theorem 2.3 in a local normal coordinate system. 
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